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 Don’t use OSHA/Legal requirements as your guide on when you have finished 
implementing safety. That is a Minimum, not the end point. 
 

 ‘Situation Awareness’ – Prepare for Safety. Don’t let situation surprise you, be prepared 
for all types of unsafe situations. 

 

 Find your ‘Safety Guide’ in your workplace. Who is the best person(s) to be your guide? 
Don’t just wait for Law Enforcement and other outside responders to arrive to help you. 
Take Action on your own. 

 

 Hazards leave Footprints. Follow the Footprints. The Footprints are your near misses or 
things that are broken and you haven’t fixed them, or provided corrective action or 
training. Examples – your garage door has dents above the door panels from the forklift 
forks banging into it. This means forklift are being operated incorrectly. That is a hazard 
footprint left behind as an indicator that something wrong happened. Solution – provide 
retraining and enforce proper use of forklift. Another example is water on the floor and 
no one corrects the root cause. That is a hazard footprint. Find out source of water leak 
and correct it. Example – Unsafe driving by your drivers even if they are not having 
accidents but you see them exhibiting bad driving habits; this is a Hazard Footprint. 
Provide training, rules, enforcement. Read the Footprints or Tracks. They are your early 
Indicators of what is going on and which way the animal is walking and don’t wait until 
you are staring at the animal to take action – take action when you see the animal’s 
footprints. The footprints or tracks are signs of management and safety culture. 
Examples – dirty bathroom with plumbing problems and plungers are indicators of long 
term plumbing problems that weren’t fixed. Poor Housekeeping, overgrown grass and 
landscaping, un-kept buildings are another sign of management and safety culture 
issues that need to get attention. 
 

 Pay attention to your gut. Don’t worry about looking foolish. If something feels 
unsafe, it probably is. 
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 Is your staff’s mind in the game? Or is their mind on family problems, distracted and 
they are not focused enough to operate the wood chipper, etc. safely that day. ‘When 
a wounded animal doesn’t have their head in the game, another animal needs to take 
over the task.’ Know what your staff is going thru and provide assistance to reduce 
unsafe act potential. 

 

 ‘Baboon in the Tree’ – ‘The Guard.’ Baboons have one baboon climb the tree and be 
the lookout for the herd. Who is your Guard? The Guard alerts the team when 
something unsafe is about to happen. Be on the lookout so you have more time to react 
rather than being caught by surprise. Don’t be caught off guard by the weather or 
highway closures that cause your drivers to have to make sudden path changes in less 
familiar areas. 

 

 ‘I’ve Got Your Back’ – Zebra’s stand back to back and rest their heads on other Zebra’s 
neck so they can see behind the other Zebra’s back. Watch out for your teammates. We 
don’t have eyes behind our backs, so team up and provide 360° coverage. 

 

 Respect Safety Boundaries. When you see yellow caution tape, respect it, don’t go in 
that area. Set an example as a Safety Professional. Know your safe boundaries and don’t 
push it to an unsafe point. 

 

 Hippo – heads and eyes look small in water when they are peeking out of the water. But 
they are BIG animals, but hidden by the water. What may look like a small problem or 
issue may be a Big Problem. Example – a small fan at work caused a fire. Why? It was 
the item that caught fire on a very overloaded circuit. It looked like a small item, but it 
was enough to push it over the limit. 

 

 If workplace hazards presented themselves as real animals – bears, hippo, tigers, etc. 
wouldn’t we react quicker and take it more serious? 

 

 There are no Do Overs in Safety or in the Savanna. Stay alert. Take Action. 
 

 Design, practice and follow a safety strategy. Know your Capabilities. Ask for help. Care 
about each other. 

 


